Is a birth certificate an adhesion contract?

Adhesion Contracts need the following:
- Consideration (explicitly or implicitly) conveyed

How is contract defined in law? California Civil Code, Section 1549
- Agreement to do a certain thing or
- agreement not to do a certain thing

A birth certificate does not mention anything about being a contract.

Contract has elements:
California Civil Code, Section 1550
1: Parties capable of contracting.
2: Their consent.
3: A lawful object.
4: A sufficient cause or consideration

- Adhesion contract (what it is):
  - One-sided contract, commonly known as a "nudum pactum" (latin naked contract)
  - It is a naked promise See 22 S.E. 2d 186
  - A contract, naked of any obligation or duty on one side (nudum pactum) is not enforceable 151. P 270, 273
  - A contract must generally be supported by a consideration on each side
  - A naked contract is one side that is bare of valid consideration on one side and hence unenforceable see "mutuality of obligation"

- Adhesion contract and commercial contract:
  - Adhesion contract does not bind the citizen to a commercial contract
  - Without the six elements of a valid contract none exists PL#95-147, 91 Stat 1227 (Oct. 28, 1977)
    1) a valid offer and acceptance
    2) two or more parties involved
    3) parties who are legal age and competent understanding
    4) a termination date
    5) full disclosure; and
    6) the contract must be voluntary in nature

- Birth certificate (what it is):
  - A birth certificate is documentation denoting that a human being was born and converted into juristic person (artificial person, citizen, individual, strawman) by the state agent or res accessoria, and
  - mother

What a birth certificate does:
- certifies that a new human resource was born for purpose of commerce in which government makes money from the new person by way of selling the birth certificate as some sort of bond that matures after 18 years, the legal age of full-time employment, and in which the person can be taxed by federal (and state) government on their
- Hospitals and mandate
  : It is mandatory for every hospital in the U.S. to issue a
  : birth certificate for every child (product, merchandise)
  : born in a hospital. This is done for
  : accounting purposes. All new
  : persons coming in require a birth certificate, and all
  : persons going out (dying or expiring) require a
  : death certificate

- These certificates (what are they for?)
  : strictly for business and
  : commercial purposes

There is no corroborating or substantiating case law or statutory law to back up any of the
following, it is reported that every
: hospital in the U.S. receives $4,000.00 from the
: Secretary of State (of an individual state or commonwealth) for each
: delivery and birth certificate issued
In turn, it is said and believed that the
: State allegedly receives $10,000.00 for each
: birth certificate sends to to the U.S. Department of Commerce.
Next the
: U.S. Department of Commerce allegedly
: sells the birth certificate as a
: bond (what is a bond?) to
: foreign governments and
: multinational corporations for $1 million dollars
This means that
: your child’s birth certificate is
: endorsed (like you endorse a check) and
: money is received on your child (whoever names appears on the birth certificate in all
: capital letters or even upper and lowercase letters)

- The Birth Certificate (what does it serve as?)
  : The birth certificate
  : serves as a bond
  : matures in 18 years at which time the
  : money received on the birth certificate (by government, U.S. Department of Commerce)
  : must be
  : paid back to the
  : person or business that made the initial loan

- Insidious
  : the government (that allegedly receives the $1 million dollars)
  : DOES NOT PAY BACK ONE RED CENT, but makes the
  : person (whose name is on the Birth Certificate)
  : pay back every cent.

- How is the person on the Birth Certificate made to payback the money?
  : By way of paying a federal income tax.
  : You are not paying taxes to help your government.
  : You are paying taxes to help pay off debt that was created by your government.

- What do my income dollars go towards?
  : Not one penny of your income tax dollars goes towards anything pertaining to
In United States law there is a difference between words:

- **Human**
- **Individual**
- **Citizen**
- **Strawman**

The above are subject to man-made United States maritime-admiralty law. If you are human never accept or refer to yourself as any of the above terms when in the presence of a public official (president, senator, judge, police, mayor).

In this maritime admiralty scheme women are converted to vessels carrying cargo. This has been done males too, but mostly to women because of their ability to give new life.

- You are said to be "born" at birth because when a cargo ship comes in to port, it is said to be "borne".
- All cargo ships when they come into port arrive at a berth
- What does borne mean - adjective [in combination] carried or transported by
- What does port mean - noun a town or city with a harbor where ships load or unload, esp. one where customs officers are stationed
- What does berth mean - verb [trans] 1 moor (a ship) in its allotted place: these modern ships can almost berth themselves